FLAT IN OKLAHOMA » Warriors routed 108-91 in
theatrics-filled showdown with Thunder. C1

HOLIDAY HIKES » Burn off your Thanksgiving
meal calories by traversing the trails. D1
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School undeterred
by loss, displacement

Politics
staying
off the
table
Poll: Third of Americans
say they won’t bring up
subject at Thanksgiving
By LAURIE KELLMAN AND
EMILY SWANSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The Cardinal Newman varsity basketball team joins in prayer led by coach Tom Bonfigli before a basketball game Tuesday against the Analy High
School Tigers. Athletes who have lost their homes find concentrating on sports a welcome relief.

Many kids lost homes; displaced school population at 4 separate campuses
By KERRY BENEFIELD
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

O

n a recent Wednesday in the St.
Elizabeth Seton gym in Rohnert
Park, the majority of Cardinal
Newman High School’s junior class sat
in groups of five and six
PHOTO PAGE around tables. Theology instructors Ryan Corriveau
See photos of
and Alice Meyer had comCardinal
bined six periods of classes
Newman
into one, and all of those
students and
students were awaiting
staff on
their assignment.
Page A10
The hall is so vast Meyer
used a microphone to be heard.
The assignment was simple. From a list
of 30 virtues such as patience and faith,
each table was assigned a different word
at random. Students were to write about
TURN TO NEWMAN » PAGE A9

WASHINGTON — Pass the
turkey — but maybe hold the
politics. The already-fraught
topic now includes allegations
of sexual misconduct against
politicians of various political
stripes.
From GOP President Donald
Trump to Democratic Sen. Al
Franken, politicians past, present and aspiring stand accused
of sexual misconduct and that
could keep tensions high at the
holiday table. More than a third
of Americans dread the prospect of politics coming up over
Thanksgiving, a new poll shows.
Glenn Rogers, a Republican
from Los Angeles, says he asks
people around the table to talk
about things to celebrate from
the past year. Not everyone,
he knows, will be toasting the
Trump presidency.
“For the most part, we get to
the point where we know that
we’re not going to agree with
each other and it gets dropped,”
says the 67-year-old manufacturing consultant, who says
he voted less for Trump than
against Democrat Hillary Clinton.
With a cascade of sexual
misconduct scandals now echoing similar allegations against
Trump during the campaign,
tempers on the subject of Trump
may not have cooled, says Rogers. “When you start talking
about it now, there’s still some, I
think, real animosity when you
start talking about character.”
Rogers is among more than
a third of Americans who say
they dread the prospect of politics coming up over Thanksgiving, compared with just 2 in
10 who say they’re eager to talk
politics, according to a new poll
by the Associated Press-NORC
Center for Public Affairs ReTURN TO POLL » PAGE A2

Maiya Flores, a Cardinal Newman senior basketball player, lost her home to the Tubbs fire.

INSIDE

Traditions upended, survivors seek solace
FIRES’ AFTERMATH »
Continuity, normalcy is
what many crave most
By ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Dan Cahill has arrived at
the St. Vincent de Paul Society kitchen before dawn every
Thanksgiving for the past five
years to carve the turkeys he
and other volunteers roasted a
day or two earlier to serve the
homeless.
He’ll do it again today despite
losing his own home in last
month’s firestorm.
It provides him with a sense
of normalcy after the Tubbs
fire uprooted his family, he said,
forcing them to flee their Coffey
Park home with nothing more
than a duffel bag of clothes. Cahill, who’s now living with his
family in a fifth-wheel camper
on a Sebastopol friend’s property, said he also finds comfort
cooking alongside the tight-knit
kitchen crew he considers a sec-
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Dan Cahill starts a pot of turkey gravy Wednesday as he and his family
prepare the Thanksgiving meal that will be served to homeless families
at the St. Vincent de Paul Society dining room in Santa Rosa.
ond family.
“Everyone has a different
story with the fire,” Cahill, 49,
said. “Everyone processes it differently. For me, it’s being with
people and being positive.”
Some families affected by the

fires may skip Thanksgiving altogether this year. Others will
be looking for different ways
to observe the holiday as they
navigate a new reality in the aftermath of the wildfires, which
killed 23 people and destroyed

more than 5,100 homes in Sonoma County.
Deciding what to do was difficult for Nancy Bacon. For
her, no other holiday matches
Thanksgiving — a time when
families and friends come together without the pressure of
gifts.
For three decades, she hosted
a big Thanksgiving dinner at
her home for her mother, three
daughters and their family and
friends who had nowhere else
to go for the holiday. She’d whip
up the traditional fixings, from
the roasted turkey down to the
sweet and mashed potatoes.
“I enjoyed cooking and being together. A lot of times we
would play games,” Bacon, 53,
said. “It’s easy getting caught up
in your life, but during Thanksgiving, everyone stops and
comes together.”
She’ll be dividing Thanksgiving Day between her ex-husband’s home and that of a
friend, where she’s been staying
TURN TO TRADITIONS » PAGE A2
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